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Harry Braun’s Analysis of Hillary Clinton 

As Hillary Clinton has demonstrated, gender is irreverent when it comes to secretly securing 
hundreds of millions of dollars of bribes from oil and uranium companies worldwide for the Clinton 
so-called “Charity” Foundation. Hillary even secured permission to work for the Clinton Foundation 
while she was Secretary of State, during which time she only visited Iraq once. But from the day 
Hillary was sworn in as Secretary of State, her mission was to make as much money as possible 
by serving the interests of the multinational oil corporations, including Halliburton, Exxon and 
Chevron, and the new “fracking” energy boom that has contaminated millions of gallons of critical 
water at each site, and then injects this highly-toxic witches brew deep underground, where it will 
be contaminating aquifers for eons, for a typical fracking well that produces less than two years.   
 

As an attorney, Hillary is aware of these well-known facts, given this highly-toxic fracking is banned 
in much of Europe, and anywhere else where people understand it is never acceptable to allow 
corporations to poison their water, land and families. And much of this fracking is done on the public 
lands of the United States. This is treason against the American people, yet none of the other 
presidential candidates discuss this chemical contamination from oil, uranium and fracking.   
 

None of the major news reporters have asked Hillary about one of her major “accomplishments” as 
Secretary of State, was to promote oil and gas fracking worldwide, in what was referred to as the 
“Global Shell Gas Initiative,” which was the real reason Hillary was in Libya. CBS did produce a 60 
Minutes report on an international uranium “deal” negotiated by Bill Clinton and approved by Hillary 
Clinton as Secretary of State, which involved transferring one-fifth of U.S. uranium reserves to a 
Russian-controlled mining corporation, transforming Russia into a global uranium superpower.  
This explains why Hillary decided to destroy any email evidence on her personal computer. 
 

Yet this issue has thus far been ignored in the campaign, in spite of the fact that uranium mining is 
an extraordinarily toxic process that releases vast amounts of uranium dust particles into the air 
and water, which will ultimately be diffused worldwide, poisoning all living organisms from people 
to proteins. Medical physics professor John Gofman, who found that 75 percent of all breast 
cancers in women were caused by the x-rays in the mammograms, observed that only one word 
came to mind regarding such ubiquitous chemical and radiological contamination of all life on the 
Earth for profit by public officials like Hillary, and that word was Nuremberg.  
 

From a chemical contamination perspective, the entire nuclear industry has been out of control 
since it was initiated in World War II, which is why a spectrum of radioactive isotopes are now in the 
bones and cells of every human and all other animals on the Earth, due to an immutable process in 
physics process called diffusion, which occurs every time cream is poured into coffee.   

 

After reviewing the Fukushima nuclear accident in Japan, which is still very much under way 
because no one knows how to stop it, Dr. Gregory Jaczko, the Chairman of the U.S. Nuclear 
regulatory Commission held a press conference to publically state that every aging and corroding 
nuclear plant in the United States should be shut down because they are all of the same design as 
those in Fukushima, and they are all going to fail catastrophically if they are not decommissioned.    
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Jaczko acknowledged that no money had been allocated for such a task, but not funding the 
problem will only make it worse as the corroding reactors grow more radioactive each second.   
The most abundant isotope, Uranium 238, which has a half-life of 4.5 billion years, is on the tips  
of all the U.S. bombs and other munitions that are detonated daily in the Oil Wars in the Middle East 
and Ukraine. This allows the pulverized isotopes to arrive back in the U.S. in the wind and rain. 
 

This is part of the reason why background radiation has now been increased by a factor of 10  
over normal in order to promote nuclear energy and fracking worldwide, including to Iran. Clinton 
and her foundation staff, including Sidney Blumenthal, were also highly involved in overthrowing 
Libya’s government for oil, which only accelerated the chaos in the Middle East. As such, it is easy 
to understand why Hillary refused to use official U.S. State Department servers, and then tried to 
wipe her personal server clear before she was forced to turn it over to the FBI, which is a serious 
felony.  And common sense dictates that innocent people do not destroy evidence. 

 

 
 

As the image above verifies, the Republicans as well as the so-called Democrats both serve the 
financial interests of the Oil Industrial Complex, which includes the chemical, agricultural, mining, 
pharmaceutical corporations, as well as the major Wall Street banks and major corporate news 
networks.  While the U.S. Constitution sought to protect the freedom of the press from government 
censorship, there are no such protections from the press censorship from the highly-secretive 
corporate-owned news organizations.   
 

According to the Associated Press and Inspector General, over a billion emails were generated by 
Hillary’s State Department in just 2011, yet less than one tenth of one percent (i.e., only 61,156) 
were provided to the State Department while Hillary was promoting the interests of toxic oil, gas and 
uranium mining corporations worldwide.   
 

Fracking Also Triggers Earthquakes 
 

The American public has also not been warned that the fracking of the major fault lines, including 
those in California, could trigger a catastrophic super-volcanic eruption in Mammoth, California, 
which could also trigger a second and even larger super-eruption Yellowstone that is overdue -- and 
all for a completely unnecessary rapidly diminishing energy source that will only last a few years 
while the contamination vast amounts of water and aquifers will continue for thousands of years. 
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In sharp contrast to Hillary’s nuclear and fracking agenda, Harry Braun’s Phoenix Project proposal 
that will permanently replace all of the toxic and carbon-intensive fossil fuels, as well as all nuclear 
fuels, with 2 million 2 megawatt wind-powered hydrogen production systems that could have been 
mass-produced in the 1800’s. This is important because it means the technology has been in the 
public domain for over 200 years, thus the trillions of dollars that are spent annually for nuclear and 
oil-based fuels, chemicals and medicines would go to the U.S. Treasury rather than multinational oil, 
gas and nuclear companies.  The toxic Oil Age that is making the Earth uninhabitable was never 
necessary – it was just highly profitable for the multinational oil corporations.   
 

While Hillary is now under investigation by the FBI and five intelligence agencies for her secret 
email accounts that illegally circumvented the U.S. State Department she was supposedly working 
for, the national news media has also not reported that when Hillary Rodham was a 27-year old staff 
attorney working for the U.S. House Judiciary Committee during the Watergate investigation, she 
was fired by her supervisor, lifelong Democrat Jerry Zeifman, who in a published interview 
explained why:   
 

“Because she (Hillary) was a liar.  She was an unethical, dishonest, lawyer. 
She conspired to violate the Constitution, the rules of the House,  

the rules of the Committee, and the rules of confidentiality.” 
 

But in Washington D.C. and in State Legislatures, such political corruption is business as usual, 
which is why vast quantities of chemical poisons that now arrive in the wind and rain are in the 
blood of every man, woman and child worldwide, including the unborn who now soak in a witches 
brew of poisons from the point of conception.  The scientific community is alarmed but powerless 
as humanity accelerates into a mass-extinction event.   
 

Many so-called democrats still support Hillary, in spite of the fact she has repeatedly lied on 
national television regarding her emails, and blatantly announced she was destroying evidence 
under subpoena from the U.S. Congress, regarding the deadly violence from the oil coup in Libya 
that Hillary and Sidney Blumenthal were intimately involved with.  And given Blumenthal was 
employed for $10,000 a month from the Clinton Foundation and not the State Department, Hillary’s 
conflict of interest is more than obvious — it is criminal.  
 

The Clinton Foundation was also caught lying on its tax returns for five years regarding over  
$250 million in “donations” (i.e., bribes) from multinational oil, gas and uranium corporations. Thus 
it is understandable that Bill and Hillary Clinton wanted to use a secret private email server,in spite 
of fact that such actions also violated the National Archives & Records Administration and the 
Freedom of Information Act.   
 

Hillary and her husband’s representation of oil corporations also includes their support for the 
unscientific, unconstitutional and brutal cannabis laws and wars, which the editors of Scientific 
American have referred to as “absurd” given the THC in cannabis is not a drug at all, but a 500 
million-year-old neurotransmitter that has completely redefined the science of neurology. Yet the 
so-called democratic policies supported for decades by Hillary and Bill Clinton, as well as the 
Obama administration, have killed, injured and imprisoned millions of otherwise innocent citizens, 
all of which has only accelerated the global mass-extinction event that is now almost over.  
 

This is why it is critical for the majority of citizens to Take Action Now, by downloading their Article 
V Citizen Ballot from the DemocracyAmendmentUSA.US website, so they can empower the 
majority of voters to approve all laws by ratifying the 28th Amendment for Democracy in 38 states 
long before the next unverified computer election in November of 2016.  Please refer to the 
BraunForPresident.US, DemocracyAmendmentUSA. websites for details. 
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This Time Cover Story was published in 1980. 
 

The chemical contamination of the United States began when the oil industry lobbyists replaced 
the poison-free and renewable Cannabis Economy that had existed since civilization began, with a 
non-renewable and highly-toxic Oil Economy in 1937 with no recorded vote in either the House or 
Senate, and over the objections of Henry Ford (who was making cannabis fuels, plastics that were 
10-times stronger than steel) and the American Medical Association.   
 

As a result, trillions of gallons of highly-toxic chemicals like gasoline or pesticides have been 
mass-produced each year in the U.S., and all of it ultimately ends up in the air and water where it 
diffuses just as cream diffuses into coffee.  The tragic result of this immutable law of physics is 
that every man, woman and child, including the unborn, have been heavily contaminated with a 
witches brew of over 100,000 chemical poisons that have contaminated the global atmosphere 
since oil replaced cannabis in the 1930s.   This is why the poisons now arrive in the wind and rain, 
and they are a principal factor that is causing the Sixth Mass Extinction event in the Earth’s 4.5 
billion year old history.  This is what happens with a bribery-based Republic!   
 

The biological impact of mass-producing these molecular poisons has been catastrophic to the 
critical proteins that are at the heart of all metabolism, memory and life. This protein destruction is 
now causing trillions of dollars of unnecessary healthcare costs that are now known to have a 
direct link to cancer, Autism, Alzheimer’s. and a wide-range of other diseases that are given many 
different names, but on a molecular level, all of these diseases are characterized by amyloid 
plaques that are the super-sticky remains  of proteins that have been dissolved.    
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Sanjay Gupta’s Toxic America Documentary  

   

Medical Professor Sanjay Gupta’s Toxic America report verified that  
chemical poisons are now “ubiquitous.” in the United States, and worldwide.   

 

Medical researchers who are unaware of what is causing cancer or Alzheimer’s, have not tested 
the blood of their patients to determine the number and concentration of the over 100,000 
chemical poisons, such as gasoline or the thousands of different pesticides, all of which have 
been in widespread use for many decades.  

No one in the scientific community has done such a “moonshot” blood test, in spite the fact that 
the chlorinated hydrocarbon poisons are now so “ubiquitous” in the environment they arrive in 
the wind and rain. Moreover, the chemical poisons are the only toxic elements in the blood that 
could be dissolving the critical protein molecules located throughout the brain and body into the 
super-sticky amyloid plaques shown below, that are the common molecular mechanism in the 
epidemics of Autism, Alzheimer’s, cancer, and a broad-spectrum of other dreadful diseases that 
are causing their own mass-extinction event for us and our species. 
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The supercomputer image (above right) of a typical protein was provided by Arthur J. Olson, Ph.D. 

DNA and the Proteins 

DNA is a 4-digit code for making proteins, which are the most complex molecules known that are 
responsible for all biochemical reactions and metabolism in the brain and body of all known 
organisms, from a virus to human beings.  Thus proteins are indeed our biological creators and 
operators from second to second, who are also responsible for the creation, storage and 
communication of all memories.  And one protein in particular discovered in 2014, referred to as 
GDF11, switches-on stem cells that are in every cell to regenerate tissue and organs. But as 
biological organisms, proteins have no defense against hydrocarbon poisons like gasoline in the 
blood that will dissolve them on contact, just as grease is instantly dissolved by gasoline.  
 

The resulting dissolved proteins, referred to as “amyloid plaques” have been found to be so 
sticky that investigators have been unable to remove them from their instruments, even with 
high-temperature steam. This underscores the difficulty of finding any cure, other than to end the 
worldwide chemical contamination from the Oil Age. Yet the news media, the American public 
and the Congress are utterly unaware of the problem. This is a significant oversight given 
amyloid plaques are now present in unborn children, as well as individuals in middle age and the 
elderly, which has terrifying implications as vast numbers of people are disabled by this 
catastrophic chemical contamination.   Thus the immutable laws of diffusion are now in the 
process of creating their own mass-extinction event, which involves destroying the proteins that 
make all life possible. And there is only one solution, which is to shift from oil to hydrogen, while 
there is hopefully still time to make a difference.  
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April 24, 2015, Page 1 

The Clintons, The Russians And Uranium 
Foundation Got Gifts as Deal Was Pending 

 

By JO BECKER and MIKE McINTIRE 
 

The untold story behind the story is one that not only involves the Russian President,  

but also a former American president and a woman who would like to be the next one.   
 

In January of 2013, Russia’s Pravda website proclaimed President Putin’s latest coup, “Russia’s 

Nuclear Energy Conquers the World.”  The article detailed that Russia had lacked sufficient 

uranium reserves to meet its own energy needs, thus Putin authorized the Russian atomic energy 

agency, Rosatom, to acquire a Canadian company with uranium mining stakes stretching from 

Central Asia to the American West.  The deal made Rosatom one of the world’s largest uranium 

producers and brought Mr. Putin closer to his goal of controlling much of the global uranium supply 

chain, which included one-fifth of all uranium production capacity in the U.S.   
 

At the heart of the tale are leaders of the Canadian mining industry, who have been major donors to 

the “charitable” endeavors of former President Bill Clinton and his family.  Members of that group 

built, financed and sold off to the Russians a company that would become known as Uranium One.  

Since uranium is considered a strategic asset, with implications for national security, the deal had to 

be approved by a committee composed of representatives from a number of  U.S. government 

agencies, including the State Department, then headed by Mr. Clinton’s wife, Hillary Clinton. 
 

As the Russians gradually assumed control of Uranium One in three separate transactions from 

2009 to 2013, Canadian records show a flow of cash made its way to the Clinton Foundation 

totaling $2.35 million.  Those contributions were not publicly disclosed by the Clintons to the 

Obama Administration.  And according to Reuters (April 23, 2015), the Clintons also failed to 

report these cash donations to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) until it was disclosed in the 

investigation, which forced the Clintons to amend their tax returns over a 5-year period ).    
 

This episode underscores the ethical challenges presented to the Clinton Foundation by a former 

president who relied heavily on foreign cash to accumulate over $250 million in assets even as 

his wife helped steer American foreign policy as Secretary of State, presiding over decisions 

with that directly benefited Foundation donors.  This directly violated Mrs. Clinton’s agreement 

with the Obama Administration, which prohibited all foreign government donations to the 

Clinton Foundation while she served as the nation’s top diplomat.  “Should we be concerned?  

“Absolutely,” said Michael McFaul, who served under Mrs. Clinton as the American  

Ambassador  to Russia, but said he had been unaware of the Uranium One deal until he was 

asked about it.  Do we want Putin to have a monopoly on this?  Of course we don’t.  We don’t 

want to be dependent on Putin for anything in this climate.”  
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The Oil & Nuclear Age  

is Rapidly Making the Earth Uninhabitable 
 

Instead of implementing Braun’s proposed Solar Hydrogen Economy that has been advocated by 

thousands of scientists and engineers for over 200 years, the Clinton family foundation secretly 

promoted the increasing use of fossil and nuclear fuels worldwide, which have contaminated all life 

on the Earth. Moreover, the catastrophic Fukushima nuclear accident in Japan is out of control and 

growing exponentially worse each second, as a major waste storage building in Reactor 4 is tilting 

and on the verge of collapse.  No one knows how to stop this contamination that is now arriving in 

the wind and rain in the USA, which was already a highly-toxic chemical wasteland from oil and 

uranium mining. Thus the Earth’s 6th Mass Extinction Event accelerates exponentially, due to an 

immutable law in physics called “diffusion” which occurs every time cream is poured into coffee. 
 

   
 

  
 

None of the existing Republican or so-called “Democratic” Presidential Candidates  

have even mentioned the unprecedented catastrophic global chemical and nuclear contamination that 

is in the final exponential stages of making the Earth a dead planet, much less what to do about it. 



How Hillary Clinton's State Department  

Sold Fracking to the World 
 

A trove of secret documents details   

the U.S. government's global push for shale gas. 
 

By Mariah Blake, Mother Jones  |  September/October 2014  
 

ONE ICY MORNING in February 2012, Hillary Clinton's plane touched down in the Bulgarian 

capital, Sofia, where she and her aides huddled with Bulgarian leaders, including Prime 

Minister Boyko Borissov, discussing everything from Syria's bloody civil war to their joint 

search for loose nukes. But the focus of the talks was fracking.  
 

The previous year, Bulgaria had signed a five-year, $68 million deal, granting US oil giant 

Chevron millions of acres in shale gas concessions. Bulgarians were outraged. Shortly 

before Clinton arrived, tens of thousands of protesters poured into the streets carrying 

placards that read "Stop fracking with our water" and "Chevron go home." Bulgaria's 
parliament responded by voting overwhelmingly for a fracking moratorium.  Clinton urged 

Bulgarian officials to give fracking another chance.  
 

According to Borissov, she flew in the "best specialists on these new technologies to 

present the benefits to the Bulgarian people." But resistance only grew. The following 

month in neighboring Romania, thousands of people gathered to protest another Chevron 
fracking project, and Romania's parliament began weighing its own shale gas moratorium.  

Again Clinton intervened, dispatching her special envoy for energy in Eurasia, Richard 

Morningstar, to push back against the fracking bans.  
 

The State Department's lobbying effort culminated in late May 2012, when Morningstar 

held a series of meetings on fracking with top Bulgarian and Romanian officials. He also 
touted the technology in an interview on Bulgarian national radio, saying it could lead to a 

fivefold drop in the price of natural gas. A few weeks later, Romania's parliament voted 

down its proposed fracking ban and Bulgaria's eased its moratorium. 
 

The episode sheds light on a crucial but little-known dimension of Clinton's diplomatic 

legacy.  Under her leadership, the State Department worked closely with (OIL) energy 
companies to spread fracking around the globe (supposedly) part of a broader push to 

fight climate change, boost global energy supply, and undercut the power of Russia.   

But environmental groups fear that exporting fracking, which has been linked to drinking-

water contamination and earthquakes at home, could wreak havoc in countries with scant 

environmental regulation.  
 

And according to interviews, diplomatic cables, and other documents obtained by Mother 
Jones, American officials—some with deep ties to industry—also helped U.S. oil firms, 

(which are really multinational corporations) clinch potentially lucrative shale concessions 

overseas, raising troubling questions about whose interests the program actually serves. 
 

Geologists have long known huge quantities of natural gas were locked in shale rock. But 

tapping it wasn't economically viable until the late 1990s, when a novel extraction 
method drilled wells sideways from the initial borehole, then blasting them full of water, 

toxic chemicals, and sand to break up the shale—a variation of a technique known as 

hydraulic fracturing, or fracking, which ignited an energy revolution. Between 2006 and 

2008, domestic gas reserves jumped 35 percent.  

http://www.motherjones.com/authors/mariah-blake
http://www.motherjones.com/toc/2014/09
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/01/17/bulgaria-chevron-fracking_n_1210299.html
http://www.motherjones.com/environment/2013/10/radioactivity-fracking-waste-pennsylvania
http://www.motherjones.com/environment/2013/10/radioactivity-fracking-waste-pennsylvania
http://www.motherjones.com/environment/2013/03/does-fracking-cause-earthquakes-wastewater-dewatering
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/06/18/business/energy-environment/18gas.html?_r=0
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The United States later vaulted past Russia to become the world's largest natural gas 

producer. As a result, prices dropped to record lows, and America began to wean itself 

from coal, along with oil and gas imports, which lessened its dependence on the Middle 
East. The surging global gas supply also helped shrink Russia's economic clout: Profits for 

Russia's state-owned gas company, Gazprom, plummeted by more than 60 

percent between 2008 and 2009 alone. 
 

Clinton, who was sworn in as secretary of state in early 2009, believed that shale 

gas could help rewrite global energy politics. "This is a moment of profound 
change," she later told a crowd at Georgetown University. "Countries that used to 

depend on others for their energy are now producers.  
 

Clinton tapped a lawyer named David Goldwyn as her special envoy for international 

energy affairs; his charge was "to elevate energy diplomacy as a key function of US 

foreign policy." "Countries that used to depend on others for their energy are now producers," 
said Clinton. "How will this shape world events? Who will benefit?…The answers to these 

questions are being written right now, and we intend to play a major role." 
 

Goldwyn had a long history of promoting drilling overseas—both as a Department of 

Energy official under Bill Clinton and as a representative of the oil industry. From 2005 to 

2009 he directed the U.S.-Libya Business Association, an organization funded primarily 

by U.S. oil companies—including Chevron, Exxon Mobil, and Marathon—clamoring to tap 
Libya's abundant supply. Goldwyn lobbied Congress for pro-Libyan policies and even 

battled legislation that would have allowed families of the Lockerbie bombing victims to 

sue the Libyan government for its alleged role in the attack. 
 

According to diplomatic cables released by WikiLeaks, one of Goldwyn's first acts at the 

State Department was gathering oil and gas industry executives "to discuss the potential 
international impact of shale gas." Clinton then sent a cable to US diplomats, asking 

them to collect information on the potential for fracking in their host countries. These 

efforts eventually gave rise to the Global Shale Gas Initiative, which aimed to help other 

nations develop their shale potential. Clinton promised it would do so "in a way that is as 
environmentally respectful as possible."  But environmental groups were barely 

consulted, while industry played a crucial role.  
 

When Goldwyn unveiled the initiative in April 2010, it was at a meeting of the United 

States Energy Association, a trade organization representing Chevron, Exxon Mobil, and 

ConocoPhillips, all of which were pursuing fracking overseas. Among their top targets was 
Poland, which preliminary studies suggested had abundant shale gas. The day after 

Goldwyn's announcement, the U.S. Embassy in Warsaw helped organize a shale gas 

conference, underwritten by these same companies (plus the oil field services company 

Halliburton) and attended by officials from the departments of State and Energy. 
 

In some cases, Clinton personally promoted shale gas. During a 2010 gathering of 
foreign ministers in Washington, DC, she spoke about America's plans to help spread 

fracking abroad.  
 

"I know that in some places [it] is controversial," she said, "but natural gas is the 

cleanest fossil fuel available for power generation today." She later traveled to Poland for 

a series of meetings with officials, after which she announced that the country had joined 

the Global Shale Gas Initiative. 

http://translations.state.gov/st/english/texttrans/2012/10/20121018137692.html
http://www.state.gov/s/ciea/rmk/130461.htm
https://wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/09STATE111742_a.html
http://www.state.gov/s/ciea/rmk/146249.htm
http://www.state.gov/secretary/20092013clinton/rm/2010/04/140286.htm
http://www.state.gov/secretary/20092013clinton/rm/2010/04/140286.htm
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That August, delegates from 17 countries descended on Washington for the State Depart-

ment's first shale gas conference. The media was barred from attending, and officials 

refused to reveal basic information, including which countries took part. When Rep. Henry 
Waxman (D-Calif.) inquired about industry involvement, the department would say only 

that there had been "a limited industry presence." (State Department officials have since 

been more forthcoming with Mother Jones: In addition to a number of US government 

agencies, they say attendees heard from energy firms, including Devon and Halliburton.) 
 

During the press conference that followed, Goldwyn, argued that other nations could avoid 
the environmental damage sometimes associated with fracking by following America's lead 

and adopting "an umbrella of laws and regulations." A reporter suggested that US 

production had actually "outpaced the ability to effectively oversee the safety" and asked 

how we could be sure the same wouldn't happen elsewhere. Goldwyn replied that 
attendees had heard about safety issues from energy companies and the Groundwater 

Protection Council, a nonprofit organization that receives industry funding and opposes 

federal regulation of fracking wastewater disposal. 
 

Goldwyn and the delegates then boarded a bus to Pennsylvania for an industry-sponsored 

luncheon and tour of some shale fields. Paul Hueper, director of energy programs at the 

State Department's Bureau of Energy Resources, says the tour was organized 
independently and that energy firms were only invited to the conference itself to share 

best practices. "We are very firm on this," he insisted. "We do not shill for industry." 
 

While the meeting helped stir up interest, it wasn't until 2011 that global fracking fever set 

in for real. That spring, the US Energy Information Administration (EIA) released its initial 

estimate of global shale gas, which found that 32 countries had viable shale basins and put 
global recoverable shale gas at 6,600 trillion cubic feet—enough to supply the world for 

more than 50 years at current rates of consumption. This was a rich opportunity for big oil 

and gas companies, which had largely missed out on the US fracking boom and were under 

pressure from Wall Street to shore up their dwindling reserves. "They're desperate," says 
Antoine Simon, who coordinates the shale gas campaign at Friends of the Earth Europe. 

"It's the last push to continue their fossil fuel development." 
 

The industry began fighting hard for access to shale fields abroad, and promoting gas 

as the fuel of choice for slashing carbon emissions. In Europe, lobbyists circulated 

a report claiming that the European Union could save 900 billion euros if it invested in 
gas rather than renewable energy to meet its 2050 climate targets. This rankled 

environmentalists, who argue fracking may do little to ease global warming, given that 

wells and pipelines leak large quantities of methane, a potent greenhouse gas. They 

also fear it could crowd out investment in renewables. 
 

By early 2011, the State Department was laying plans to launch a new bureau to 
integrate energy into every aspect of foreign policy—an idea Goldwyn had long been 

advocating. In 2005, he and a Chevron executive named Jan Kalicki had published a 

book called Energy and Security: Toward a New Foreign Policy Strategy, which argued 

that energy independence was unattainable in the near term and urged Washington to 

shift its focus to energy security—by boosting global fossil fuel production and stifling 
unrest that might upset energy markets. Goldwyn and his ideas had played a key role in 

shaping the bureau, so some observers were surprised when he quietly stepped down 

just before its launch. 

http://www.state.gov/s/ciea/rmk/146249.htm
http://www.motherjones.com/documents/1237898-american-petroleum-institute-990-form#document/p50/a169292
http://www.eia.gov/analysis/studies/worldshalegas/
http://www.motherjones.com/documents/1237926-making-the-green-journey-work
http://www.motherjones.com/environment/2014/09/methane-fracking-obama-climate-change-bill-mckibben
http://www.motherjones.com/environment/2014/08/methane-vs-carbon-dioxide-raymond-pierrehumbert-inquiring-minds
http://www.wilsoncenter.org/book/energy-and-security-toward-new-foreign-policy-strategy
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When I approached Goldwyn following a recent speaking engagement in Washington, DC, 

to ask about his time at the State Department and why he left, he ducked out a side 

door, and Kalicki blocked the corridor to keep me from following. Goldwyn later said via 
email that he had simply chosen "to return to the private sector."   
 

Around the time of his departure, WikiLeaks released a slew of diplomatic cables, 

including one describing a 2009 meeting during which Goldwyn and Canadian officials 

discussed development of the Alberta oil sands—a project benefiting some of the same 

firms behind the US-Libya Business Association.  
 

The cable said that Goldwyn had coached his Canadian counterparts on improving "oil 
sands messaging" and helped alleviate their concerns about getting oil sands crude to US 

markets. This embarrassed the State Department, which is reviewing the controversial 

Keystone XL pipeline proposal to transport crude oil from Canada and is under fire from 

environmentalists. 
 

After leaving State, Goldwyn took a job with Sutherland, a law and lobbying firm that 
touts his "deep understanding" of pipeline issues, and launched his own company, 

Goldwyn Global Strategies. 

https://wikileaks.org/cable/2009/10/09OTTAWA771.html
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In late 2011, Clinton finally unveiled the new Bureau of Energy Resources, with 63 

employees and a multimillion-dollar budget. She also promised to instruct US 
embassies around the globe to step up their work on energy issues and "pursue more 

outreach to private-sector energy" firms, some of which had generously supported 

both her and President Barack Obama's political campaigns. (One Chevron executive 

bundled large sums for Clinton's 2008 presidential bid, for example.) 
 

As part of its expanded energy mandate, the State Department hosted conferences on 
fracking from Thailand to Botswana. It sent US experts to work alongside foreign 

officials as they developed shale gas programs. And it arranged for dozens of foreign 

delegations to visit the U.S. to attend workshops with industry consultants — as well 

as with environmental groups in some cases.  US oil giants, meanwhile, were 
snapping up natural gas leases in far-flung places. By 2012, Chevron had large shale 

concessions in Argentina, Australia, Canada, China, and South Africa, as well as in 

Eastern Europe, which was in the midst of a claim-staking spree; Poland alone had 

granted more than 100 shale concessions covering nearly a third of its territory.  

When the nation lit its first shale gas flare atop a Halliburton-drilled well that fall, the 
state-owned gas company ran full-page ads in the country's largest newspapers 

showing a spindly rig rising above the hills in the tiny village of Lubocino, alongside 

the tagline: "Don't put out the flame of hope." Politicians promised that Poland would 

soon break free of its nemesis, Russia, which supplies the lion's share of its gas.  

 

http://www.state.gov/e/enr/
http://translations.state.gov/st/english/texttrans/2012/10/20121018137692.html
http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2012/12/26/polands_shale_gas_dream
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But shale was not the godsend that industry leaders and foreign governments had 
hoped it would be. For one, new research from the US Geological Survey suggested that 

the EIA assessments had grossly overestimated shale deposits: The recoverable shale 

gas estimate for Poland shrank from 187 trillion cubic feet to 1.3 trillion cubic feet, a 99 

percent drop. Geological conditions and other factors in Europe and Asia also made 
fracking more arduous and expensive; one industry study estimated that drilling shale 

gas in Poland would cost three times what it does in the United States. 
 

By 2013, US oil giants were abandoning their Polish shale plays. "The expectations for 

global shale gas were extremely high," says the State Department's Hueper. "But the 

geological limitations and above ground challenges are immense. A handful of countries 
have the potential for a boom, but there may never be a global shale gas revolution." 

 

 “They're desperate," says Antoine Simon of Friends of the Earth Europe.  

"It's the last push to continue their fossil fuel development." 
 

The politics of fracking overseas were also fraught. According to Susan Sakmar, a visiting 

law professor at the University of Houston who has studied fracking regulation, the 
United States is one of the only nations where individual landowners own the mineral 

rights. "In most, perhaps all, other countries of the world, the underground resources 

belong to the crown or the government," she explains. The fact that property owners 

didn't stand to profit from drilling on their land ignited public outrage in some parts of the 
world, especially Eastern Europe. US officials speculate that Russia also had a hand in 

fomenting protests there. "The perception among diplomats in the region was that Russia 

was protecting its interests," says Mark Gitenstein, the former US ambassador to 

Romania.    "It didn't want shale gas for obvious reasons." 
 

Faced with these obstacles, US and European energy companies launched a lobbying blitz 
targeting the European Union. They formed faux grassroots organizations, plied lawmakers 

with industry-funded studies, and hosted lavish dinners and conferences for regulators. The 

website for one industry confab—which, according to Friends of the Earth Europe, featured 

presentations from Exxon Mobil, Total, and Halliburton—warned that failure to develop 
shale gas "will have damaging consequences on European energy security and prosperity" 

and urged European governments to "allow shale gas exploration to advance" so they could 

"fully understand the scale of the opportunity."  US lobbying shops also jumped into the 

fray. Covington & Burling, a major Washington firm, hired several former senior EU 
policymakers—including a top energy official who, according to the New York Times,  

arrived with a not-yet-public draft of the European Commission's fracking regulations. 
 

In June 2013, Covington staffer Jean De Ruyt, a former Belgian diplomat and adviser to 

the European Commission, hosted an event at the firm's Brussels office. Executives from 
Chevron and other oil and gas behemoths attended, as did Kurt Vandenberghe, then one 

of the commission's top environmental regulators. These strategies appeared to pay off: 

The commission's recently released framework for regulating fracking includes 

recommendations for governments but not firm requirements. "They chose the weakest 

option they had," says Simon of Friends of the Earth Europe. "People at the highest level 
of the commission are in the industry's pocket."  Goldwyn was also busy promoting 

fracking overseas—this time on behalf of industry. Between January and October 2012, 

his firm organized a series of workshops on fracking for officials in Bulgaria, Lithuania, 

Poland, Romania, and Ukraine, all of them funded by Chevron.  

 

http://www.motherjones.com/documents/1237933-usgs-polish-shale-gas-report
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2011-11-29/shale-gas-drilling-cost-in-poland-triple-u-s-schlumberger-says.html
http://www.quaynote.com/ankiti/www/?code=shale14&f=home
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/19/world/europe/lobbying-bonanza-as-firms-try-to-influence-european-union.html?pagewanted=all
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Goldwyn told Mother Jones that the workshops featured presentations on technical 
aspects of fracking by academics from the Colorado School of Mines and Penn State 

University. Chevron, he maintains, had "no editorial input." But all of these countries—

except Bulgaria, which was in the midst of anti-fracking protests—would later grant 

Chevron major shale concessions.  In some cases, the State Department had a direct 

hand in negotiating the deals. Gitenstein, then the ambassador to Romania, met with 
Chevron executives and Romanian officials and pressed them to hand over millions of 

acres of shale concessions.  
 

"The Romanians were just sitting on the leases, and Chevron was upset. So I intervened," 

says Gitenstein, whose State Department tenure has been bookended by stints at Mayer 

Brown, a law and lobbying firm that has represented Chevron. "This is traditionally what 
ambassadors do on behalf of American companies." In the end, Romania signed a 30-year 

deal with Chevron, which helped set off massive, nationwide protests. 
 

When the government began weighing a fracking ban, it didn't sit well with Gitenstein, 

who went on Romanian television and warned that, without fracking, the nation could 

be stuck paying five times what America does for natural gas. He added that US shale 
prospectors had "obtained great successes—without consequences for the environment, 

I dare say." The proposed moratorium soon died. 
 

A few weeks later, Chevron was preparing to build its first fracking rig near Pungesti,     

a tiny farming village in northeastern Romania. According to a memo from the prime 

minister's office, a Romanian official met with Chevron executives and an embassy-
based US Commerce Department employee to craft a PR strategy for the project. They 

agreed to organize a kickoff event at Victoria Palace in Bucharest. As a spokesman, they 

would tap Damian Draghici, a charismatic Romanian lawmaker who was a "recognized 

personality among the Roma minority," which had a "considerable presence" around 
Chevron's planned drilling sites. "It was really extraordinary—the level of collaboration 

between these players," says Ursulean, who has written extensively about Chevron's 

activities in Romania. "It was as if they were all branches of the same company." 
 

The strategy did little to soothe the public's ire. When Chevron finally did attempt to 

install the rig in late 2013, residents — including elderly villagers who arrived in horse-

drawn carts — blockaded the planned drilling sites. The Romanian Orthodox Church 
rallied behind them, with one local priest likening Chevron to enemy "invaders." Soon, 

anti-fracking protests were cropping up from Poland to the United Kingdom. But Chevron 

didn't back down.  Along with other American energy firms, it lobbied to insert language 

in a proposed US-EU trade agreement allowing US companies to haul European 
governments before international arbitration panels for any actions threatening their 

investments. Chevron argued this was necessary to protect shareholders against 

"arbitrary" and "unfair" treatment by local authorities.  
 

But environmental groups say it would stymie fracking regulation and point to a $250 
million lawsuit Delaware-based Lone Pine Resources has filed against the Canadian 

province of Quebec for temporarily banning fracking near a key source of drinking water. 

The case hinges on a similar trade provision.  Despite the public outcry in Europe, the 

State Department has stayed the course. Clinton's successor as secretary of state, John 
Kerry, views natural gas as a key part of his push against climate change. Under Kerry, 

State has ramped up investment in its shale gas initiative and is planning to expand it to 

30 more countries, from Cambodia to Papua New Guinea. 

http://www.nineoclock.ro/gitenstein-contracts-with-chevron-might-expire-due-to-moratorium-on-shale-gas-extraction/
http://www.motherjones.com/documents/1291096-intalnire-guvern-chevron-translated
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2013/oct/21/chevron-shale-gas-exploration-omanian-pungesti
http://www.csmonitor.com/World/Europe/2013/0724/A-Polish-village-says-no-to-fracking
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/jan/12/anti-fracking-protests-corporation-interest
http://www.motherjones.com/documents/1237936-ttip-lobbybrief-chevron
http://business.financialpost.com/2012/11/23/canadian-taxpayers-could-be-on-hook-for-quebec-fracking-decision/?__lsa=b230-fcef
http://business.financialpost.com/2012/11/23/canadian-taxpayers-could-be-on-hook-for-quebec-fracking-decision/?__lsa=b230-fcef
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Following the Crimea crisis, the Obama administration has also been pressing Eastern 

European countries to fast-track their fracking initiatives so as to be less dependent on 

Russia. During an April visit to Ukraine, which has granted concessions to Chevron and 
Royal Dutch Shell, Vice President Joe Biden announced that the United States would 

bring in technical experts to speed up its shale gas development. "We stand ready to 

assist you," promised Biden, whose son Hunter has since joined the board of a Ukrainian 

energy company. "Imagine where you'd be today if you were able to tell Russia: 'Keep 
your gas.' It would be a very different world." 
 

This story was supported by the Fund for Investigative Journalism. 
 

[What Biden failed to mention that each fracking site will typically operate for 

less than two years, while permanently poisoning millions of gallons of water 

that will be injected and left at the site where it will be diffusing and 

contaminating aquifers for thousands of years. –HB] 
 

 

 

http://ukraine.usembassy.gov/statements/biden_l-04222014.html
http://time.com/2964493/ukraine-joe-biden-son-hunter-burisma/
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Fracking Poison Pits 
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Highly-Toxic Fracking “Product” Water 

 
Water is critical for all life, and fracking permanently contaminate millions of gallons of water daily. 

    

 

The Toxic Oil Age that is making the Earth uninhabitable was never necessary. 
 

 

Less than 2 million 2 megawatt wind-powered hydrogen production systems that were in use in 

the 1800’s, would permanently displace all fracking, fossil fuels and nuclear power plants in the USA. 



Hillary Clinton State Department Emails on Fracking 
 

By Steve Horn 
Huffington Post, 08/10/2015 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/steve-horn/exclusive-hillary-clinton_b_7963596.html 
 

Originally stored on a private server, with Clinton and her closest advisors using the server and 
private accounts, the emails confirm Clinton's State Department helped to break state-owned 
company Pemex's (Petroleos Mexicanos) oil and gas industry monopoly in Mexico, opening up 
the country to international oil and gas companies. And two of the Coordinators helping to make 
it happen, both of whom worked for Clinton, now work in the private sector and stand to gain 
financially from the energy reforms they helped create.  The appearance of the emails also 
offers a chance to tell the deeper story of the role the Clinton-led State Department and other 
powerful actors played in opening up Mexico for international business in the oil and gas sphere.  

 

 
David Goldwyn; Photo Credit: U.S. Department of State 

 

David Goldwyn, who was the first International Energy Coordinator named by Secretary of  
State Hillary Clinton in 2009, sits at the center of the story. As revealed by DeSmog, the State 
Department redacted the entire job description document for the Coordinator role.  Goldwyn 
now runs an oil and gas industry consulting firm called Goldwyn Global Strategies, works of 
counsel as an industry attorney at the law firm Sutherland Asbill & Brennan, and works as a 
fellow at the industry-funded think tanks Atlantic Council and Brookings Institution. 

 

The emails show that Goldwyn also used his private "dgoldwyn@goldwyn.org" (Goldwyn Global 
Strategies) email address for State Department business.  It remains unclear if he used his 
private or State Department email address on other instances, as only his name appears on the 
other emails. But Cheryl Mills, a top aide to Secretary Clinton at the time, initiated the email that 
he responded to on his private account. 
 

Goldwyn's successor as International Energy Coordinator, Carlos Pascual, who oversaw the 
creation of the State Department's Bureau of Energy Resources as mandated by the 
Department's 2010 Quadrennial Diplomacy and Development Review, serves as another key 
character. So too does Neil Brown, a former top-level staffer for Sen. Richard Lugar (R-IN) who 
now works at the private equity firm Kohlberg Kravis Roberts (KKR). Brown now works with 
former CIA Director David Petraeus at the KKR Global Institute, where he serves as Director of 
Policy and Research, and formerly served as senior-level staff for the U.S. Senate Committee on 
Foreign Relations. He also still serves as a senior advisor for Goldwyn Global Strategies, 
according to the firm's website. 
 
 

Energy Diplomacy and Security Act 
 

A May 2009 email written by top Clinton advisor Cheryl Mills, in which she shared an early 
draft of the job description for International Energy Coordinator (redacted in the email), points 
to the origins of the idea behind the job. That is, it actually came from Lugar and Mills wrote 
that it would continue to "fulfill the mission outlined by the legislation" he introduced.  

http://www.pbs.org/newshour/rundown/ap-finds-hillary-clinton-used-private-server-official-email/
http://gawker.com/source-top-clinton-aides-used-secret-email-accounts-at-1689246408
http://www.politico.com/blogs/under-the-radar/2015/07/sullivan-mills-turn-over-emails-to-state-department-210109.html
http://www.desmogblog.com/directory/vocabulary/15839
http://m.state.gov/md128091.htm
http://www.desmogblog.com/taxonomy/term/15659/all
http://www.desmogblog.com/2015/07/01/hillary-clinton-state-department-emails-contain-redacted-job-description-top-energy-diplomat
http://www.desmogblog.com/2015/07/01/hillary-clinton-state-department-emails-contain-redacted-job-description-top-energy-diplomat
http://www.goldwynstrategies.com/
http://www.sutherland.com/People/David-L-Goldwyn
http://www.brookings.edu/~/media/About/Content/annualreport/2014annualreport.pdf
http://www.atlanticcouncil.org/support/supporters
http://www.atlanticcouncil.org/about/experts/list/david-l-goldwyn
http://www.brookings.edu/experts/goldwynd
http://www.desmogblog.com/sites/beta.desmogblog.com/files/Goldwyn%20Private%20Email%20Account.pdf
http://soprweb.senate.gov/index.cfm?event=getFilingDetails&filingID=4F0B92DA-1100-44D8-8913-8DB9740F7FC2&filingTypeID=62
http://www.desmogblog.com/sites/beta.desmogblog.com/files/State%20Department%20Launches%20%2522Bureau%20of%20Energy%20Resources%2522.pdf
http://www.desmogblog.com/sites/beta.desmogblog.com/files/State%20Department%20Launches%20%2522Bureau%20of%20Energy%20Resources%2522.pdf
http://www.desmogblog.com/sites/beta.desmogblog.com/files/ENR%20in%20QDDR%202010.pdf
https://www.linkedin.com/in/neilrobertbrown
http://www.desmogblog.com/directory/vocabulary/940
http://www.desmogblog.com/directory/vocabulary/13216
http://www.kkr.com/our-firm/kkr-global-institute
http://www.goldwynstrategies.com/Content/Advisors.aspx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cheryl_Mills
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 Mills was referring to the Energy Diplomacy and Security Act of 2006 and 2007, bills 
introduced by Lugar and co-sponsored by then-Senators Barack Obama, Joe Biden and 
Chuck Hagel, among others. Defense Secretary Hagel formerly served as Chairman for the 
Atlantic Council and sat on the Board for Chevron, one of Atlantic Council's top funders.  That 
bill called for the creation of the International Energy Coordinator position. 

 

Neither of those bills passed. Instead, the measure was inserted into the broader Energy 
Independence and Security Act of 2007 as Section 931. Lobbying records show Marathon 
Oil, ExxonMobil and Goldman Sachs all lobbied for both the original bill and the omnibus bill, 
with scores of other oil and gas companies also lobbying for the latter. 
 

Lugar announced the bill for the first time at a Brookings Institution event in March 2006 at a 
convening moderated by Carlos Pascual, then Vice President and Director of Foreign Policy 
Studies for Brookings.  In October 2006, Gregory Manuel -- who now works at MNL Partners, 
a clean energy project development and finance shop focused on China -- became the first 
ever International Energy Coordinator for the Bush Administration State Department. The 
Manuel announcement occurred the same month as the powerful Council on Foreign Relations 
(CFR), heavily funded by the oil and gas industry, published a report advocating for the 
creation of a similar position within the White House's National Security Council.  
 

David Goldwyn, future International Energy Coordinator, sat on the task force (with current 
Secretary of Energy Ernest Moniz) that authored the report and called for creation of the job. 
Goldwyn also co-wrote a two-page "Additional View" section, which reads "We subscribe to the 
report's analysis and recommendations, but the report understates the gravity of the threat that 
energy dependence poses to U.S. national security...All told, an incremental approach to the 
challenge--as advocated in this report--will not be adequate."  At her 2009 confirmation hearing 
in front of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, Committee Chair Lugar asked Clinton if 
she intended to continue funding the position. She confirmed she did, and not long thereafter 
followed through on the promise -- by hiring Goldwyn.  Both Clinton and Goldwyn did not 
respond to repeated requests for comment for this story.   
 

An October 2009 email written by Mills mentions "engaging with...Mexico" as among Goldwyn's 
top "energy security priorities." Congressional testimony he delivered in April 2013 confirmed 
Goldwyn initiated energy reform efforts in Mexico while at the State Department, as did a story 
published a couple weeks later by Reuters.  A State Department diplomatic cable unearthed by 
Wikileaks sheds further light on Goldwyn's efforts in Mexico. 
 

"Mexico officials remain extremely sensitive about any public - especially US - comments 
regarding energy reform and production," reads a cable written by the U.S. Embassy in Mexico 
for Goldwyn's upcoming trip to Mexico. "We should retain the [U.S. government's] long-standing 
policy of not commenting publicly on these issues while quietly offering to provide assistance in 
areas of interest to the [Mexican government]."  At the time that cable was published, Carlos 
Pascual served as U.S. Ambassador to Mexico, a job he would eventually leave to become 
Goldwyn's successor as International Energy Coordinator.  
 

After leaving the State Department, Goldwyn continued that effort "to provide assistance" for 
energy reform alongside Neil Brown in the private sector.  One of the last things Brown did in the 
Senate before getting a job with Goldwyn was to co-author a December 21, 2012 U.S. Senate 
Committee on Foreign Relations report on the then-proposed and since-passed U.S. Mexico 
Transboundary Hydrocarbon Agreement, which opened up offshore oil in the Gulf of Mexico to 
international oil and gas companies, and was lobbied for by the likes of ExxonMobil, Chevron, 
BP, and the American Petroleum Institute.   

http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/bdquery/z?d109:s.02435:
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/BILLS-110s193is/pdf/BILLS-110s193is.pdf
http://www.progressive.org/news/2013/01/180384/why-progressives-should-oppose-hagel
http://www.progressive.org/news/2013/01/180384/why-progressives-should-oppose-hagel
http://web.archive.org/web/20120124093949/http:/www.chevron.com/about/leadership/boardofdirectors/
http://www.atlanticcouncil.org/support/supporters
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-110publ140/pdf/PLAW-110publ140.pdf
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-110publ140/pdf/PLAW-110publ140.pdf
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Hillary Clinton's Real Libya Problem 

 

By Stephen Collinson, CNN 

Updated 2:23 PM ET, Mon June 15, 2015 

 
Hillary Clinton has another Libya problem.  She's already grappling with the political 
headaches from deleted emails and from the terror attack that left four Americans dead in 
Benghazi. But she'll face a broader challenge in what's become of the North African country 
since, as secretary of state in 2011, she was the public face of the U.S. intervention to push 
out its longtime strongman, Moammar Gadhafi. 
 
Libya's lapse into the chaos of failed statehood has provided a breeding ground for terror and 
a haven for groups such as ISIS. The U.S. attack this Sunday on the terrorist leader behind 
the 2013 seizure of an Algerian gas facility, in which three Americans were among the more 
than 30 other hostages killed, highlights the continuing threat posed by Libyan elements -- 
and that the U.S. still hasn't fully extricated itself from the engagement Clinton advocated. 
READ: U.S. airstrike targeted terrorist Mokhtar Belmokhtar inside Libya, officials say 
Libya's plight is also creating an opening for Republican presidential candidates to question 
Clinton's strategic acumen and to undermine her diplomatic credentials, which will be at the 
center of her pitch that only she has the global experience needed to be president in a 
turbulent time. 
 
Gathering questions over Libya also point to one of the central complications of Clinton's 
campaign for the Democratic nomination, due to formally launch on Saturday: the fact that 
she must own a record at the State Department that lacks clear-cut diplomatic triumphs. 
She'll also have to answer for misfires in the Obama administration's wider foreign policy as 
GOP candidates who have not faced the same tough choices can nitpick her record with the 
advantage of hindsight. 
 

 
 

Ex-ICC prosecutor looks into alleged Libyan war crimes. 

http://www.cnn.com/profiles/stephen-collinson
http://www.cnn.com/profiles/stephen-collinson
http://www.cnn.com/profiles/stephen-collinson
http://www.cnn.com/2015/06/14/africa/us-airstrike-libya-mokhtar-belmokhtar/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/profiles/stephen-collinson
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Libya has long been a vulnerability for Clinton because of the deaths of U.S. ambassador 
Christopher Stevens and three other Americans in an attack on the Benghazi consular building 
and a CIA installation on September 11, 2012.  But Republicans have yet to prove that she 
was personally negligent or to convince voters that she's not fit for higher office because of the 
controversy. So now they're opening a new front on the wisdom of the intervention itself. 

Kentucky Sen. Rand Paul, a GOP presidential candidate, has called Libya a "jihadist 
wonderland" and Hillary Clinton a "war hawk" in questioning the mission, which he is using to 
flesh out a wider critique that American military interventions in the Middle East have backfired 
badly.  "Somebody needs to ask Hillary Clinton, was it a good idea to topple Gadhafi in Libya? 
I think it's a disaster. Libya is a failed state. Someone ought to pay and Hillary Clinton needs to 
answer questions about it," Paul said at an Iowa Republican Party Lincoln Dinner in Des 
Moines on May 16. 

Another GOP presidential candidate, Florida Sen. Marco Rubio, said in an interview with 
Charlie Rose of PBS in May that "the result in Libya was a protracted conflict that killed people, 
destroyed infrastructure and left behind the conditions for the rise of multiple militias who 
refused to lay down their arms." 

 
Democrats voice concern on Libya 

 

Concern over what has become of Libya is not confined to the Republican Party.  Possible 
Democratic challenger Jim Webb, a former Virginia senator, complained in a recent 
appearance with CNN's Jake Tapper that: "We blew the lid off of a series of tribal 
engagements. You can't get to the Tripoli Airport right now, much less Benghazi." Though 
Webb did not criticize Clinton directly, his comments raise the possibility that the issue could 
surface in the Democratic primary race. 

So Clinton must be ready to explain why she backed a military operation in a region laced 
with extremism without effective planning for the aftermath. It's the kind of question that 
has long challenged Republicans in the wake of President George W. Bush's invasion of 
Iraq.  Clinton's campaign declined to comment for this story, so it is unclear whether what 
happened in Libya after Gadhafi fell has changed her thinking on military intervention. 

But when she is challenged, she is likely to stress that Obama's national security aides 
feared that Gadhafi, who had threatened to hunt down opponents like rats, was poised to 
unleash a massacre in Benghazi as his forces advanced on rebels crowded in the city in 
March 2011.  It is clear that Clinton and other top administration aides perceived an 
agonizing dilemma: Should they take action to avert human carnage or stand by and be 
accused of abetting genocide? 
 
"Imagine we were sitting here and Benghazi had been overrun, a city of 700,000 people, and 
tens of thousands of people had been slaughtered, hundreds of thousands had fled," Clinton 
said on ABC's "This Week" in March 2011. "The cries would be, 'Why did the United States not 
do anything?' " 

Clinton might have been thinking about the recriminations that flew when her husband Bill 
Clinton's administration failed to thwart a genocide in Rwanda in 1994. The former president 
has since said his decision not to intervene was one of his biggest regrets. 
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Initially, the operation was billed as a purely humanitarian effort to create a no-fly zone to 
thwart Gadhafi's forces, which was endorsed by a U.N. Security Council resolution.  Air 
attacks on Libyan forces designed to make the skies safe for Western aircraft helped tip 
the balance of the battlefield toward the rebels and left critics of the war, such as 
Russia, convinced that an international coalition under the umbrella of NATO had 
always been bent on regime change. 

In the end, Gadhafi was indeed toppled, capping a four-decades-long legacy steeped in blood, 
including violent repression at home and accusations that he was behind the bombing of a 
U.S. airliner over Lockerbie, Scotland, in 1988. 

Gadhafi's ouster first seen as a triumph 
 
Initially, the Libya intervention seemed set to go down as one of the Obama administration's 
triumphs."We came, we saw, he died," Clinton joked with a television reporter in the wake of 
the death of the fugitive Gadhafi at the hands of a mob, days after she visited Tripoli in support 
of Libya's transitional government.  But when Gadhafi fell, he left a land of eviscerated political 
institutions ill-prepared for its sudden freedom. 

Torn by tribalism, ruled by two rival parliaments and with hundreds of civilians killed during the 
subsequent civil war, Libya is suffering a complete breakdown of political authority, which has 
spurred the rise of a host of terror groups. The unrest has also spawned a huge refugee crisis 
as desperate migrants flee across the Mediterranean on overcrowded boats. 

And where chaos and anarchy rein, terror groups often see opportunity. ISIS is seeking to 
expand its franchise in Libya and to grab a foothold from which it could export terror across the 
Mediterranean to Europe. The surf literally ran with blood earlier this year when ISIS beheaded 
21 Egyptian Christians in a show of brutality on a Libyan beach. 

Mokhtar Belmokhtar, the veteran Islamist fighter targeted in Sunday's strike, has been affiliated 
with al Qaeda in North Africa, another key terror group that threatens American interests. 
Federal prosecutors in New York had charged Belmokhtar in 2013 with crimes relating to the 
Algerian gas plant attack that included hostage-taking, kidnapping, providing material support 
to al Qaeda and conspiring to use a weapon of mass destruction. 

Inside Clinton's Benghazi emails 

While some experts blame Libya's interim leaders themselves for not doing enough to stem the 
terror tide and keep the country together after the war, even Obama admits that he made 
mistakes in Libya. In an interview with The New York Times last year, he defended the 
intervention but said he should have asked, "Do we have an answer for the day after?" 

For Clinton's part, she seemed to indicate in her book "Hard Choices" that she knew all along 
that Libya would face a tough road. "I was worried that the challenges ahead would prove 
overwhelming for even the most well-meaning transitional leaders," Clinton wrote. "If the new 
government could consolidate its authority, provide security, use oil revenues to rebuild, 
disarm the militias, and keep extremists out, then Libya would have a fighting chance at 
building a stable democracy.  "If not, then the country would face very difficult challenges 
translating the hopes of a revolution into a free, secure, and prosperous future. And, as we 
soon learned, not only Libyans would suffer if they failed." 

http://www.cnn.com/2015/04/27/politics/hillary-clinton-benghazi-emails/
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Clinton has little choice but to own what happened in Libya. An email to Clinton in April 
2012 from her former top adviser Jake Sullivan, released last month, appears to show 
that initially her aides were keen to trumpet her role in the intervention and saw it as 
legacy-enhancing. 

Clinton a critical voice on Libya 
 

"HRC has been a critical voice on Libya in administration deliberations, at NATO, and in 
contact group meetings -- as well as the public face of the U.S. effort in Libya. She was 
instrumental in securing the authorization, building the coalition, and tightening the 
noose around Qadhafi and his regime," Sullivan wrote. 

Former Defense Secretary Robert Gates also describes her pivotal role in the decision making 
in his memoir.  Gates said the intervention, which he opposed, split the administration down 
the middle, with heavy hitters such as Vice President Joe Biden and national security adviser 
Tom Donilon also against.  On the other side were U.N. Ambassador Susan Rice and National 
Security Council staffers including Ben Rhodes and Samantha Power.  "In the final phase of 
the internal debate, Hillary threw her considerable clout behind Rice, Rhodes and Power," 
Gates wrote.  Clinton's prominent role in the decision making on Libya was a political risk at 
the time, and it now threatens to return to haunt her four years on. 

Hundreds of Hillary Clinton's Benghazi emails released 01:21 

"We haven't gotten the full story yet, but from everything we do know, it appears that 
without her advocacy for this intervention, it wouldn't have happened," said Alan 
Kuperman of the Lyndon B. Johnson school of Public Affairs at the University of Texas, who 
has studied the causes and outcome of the Libya operation.  Some critics now question 
whether the administration, presumably working from intelligence provided by rebels, 
miscalculated on Gadhafi's intentions. And they say that the administration did not do enough 
to consider the consequences of an operation that ended up toppling Gadhafi. 

"If you were going to break this place, it was going to require enormous resources to keep it 
together," Kuperman said. "It would have required an occupation force, and it was clear that 
the U.S. did not have the stomach for that."  He concluded: "Did she screw up? Yes, she 
screwed up."   

But one U.S. official involved with the planning of the Libya engagement defended Clinton's 
position.  "I think that it is tempting always in hindsight to say Libya would be better somehow if 
we had not intervened," said Derek Chollet, a close national security adviser to Clinton and 
Obama at the time of the Libya operation.  "I think that is a highly dubious proposition. It is one 
where, had we not intervened, the conversation we would be having is thousands and 
thousands of people died and Libya looks like Syria." 

But it is always hard in political campaigns to prove that but for a specific course of action, 
things could have turned out worse than they actually did. And Clinton's opponents, especially 
Republicans who want to dismantle her credentials as a potential commander in chief, are 
already signaling that Libya will be a significant political battleground in 2016. 

 

 



Harry Braun’s Conclusions 

 

Rather than replacing all oil and other highly-toxic fossil & nuclear fuels that are making the Earth 

uninhabitable with wind, cannabis and other solar hydrogen energy technologies that have been 

available since the 1800’s, Bill and Hillary Clinton used U.S. military and State Department assets 

to promote the interests of highly-toxic multinational oil and uranium corporations worldwide in 

exchange for over $250 million in “donations” to the Clinton Foundation that were not reported to 

the Obama administration or the IRS.  This was the real reason why Hillary Clinton and her 

“friend” Sid Rosenthal (who was being paid $10,000 dollars a month by the Clinton Foundation) 

were doing “business deals” in Libya for companies such as Exxon, Halliburton and Chevron. 
 

The Clinton’s ignore the exponential nature of the global energy, economic and catastrophic 

climate change chaos that is already destroying food production systems worldwide, as well as 

the equally devastating chemical and radiological toxicology problems they accelerated that  

are responsible for the 6th Mass Extinction Event in the Earth’s 4.5-billion-year-old history. 

This unnecessary and unprecedented State of Emergency is simultaneously accelerating 

towards both a technological “Utopia” of a Hydrogen Age where aging and disease will be 

eliminated with regenerative molecular medicine, as well as an Oil & Nuclear Age-induced 

ecological “Oblivion” scenario that is also accelerating exponentially thanks to the Clintons.   

The mass-production of highly-toxic chemical and radiological poisons for decades has made 

them so “ubiquitous” on the Earth that they arrive in the wind and rain, where they contaminate 

the food, water, blood and brain of every man, woman and child worldwide, including the unborn 

who now soak in a witches brew of poisons from the moment of conception. Once in the body, 

these poisons literally dissolve the critical proteins of life in every cell of the brain and body into 

super-sticky “amyloid plaques.” And as the plaques accumulate into sticky blobs on cellular 

structures and surfaces, such as the neuronal synapses, they block the transmission of 

neurotransmitters and memories. It is the combination of these biochemical factors that is 

causing the epidemics of cancer and neurological diseases ranging from Autism to Alzheimer’s, 

which are already bankrupting the U.S.A. with over $27 trillion in unfunded health care liabilities. 

And the only answer is to make the production of toxic substances illegal on Spaceship Earth. 

It is important to note that the Oil & Nuclear Age of chemical contamination was never necessary.  

Prior to oil, the poison-free and renewable Hydrogen and Cannabis Economy had provided all the 

chemicals, fuels, fibers and plastics and medicines that the oil companies now produce at a much 

higher cost, which is the real reason why cannabis was made illegal in 1937 by oil industry 

lobbyists with no recorded vote in either the House or Senate, and over the objections of Henry 

Ford and the American Medical Association. Thus the so-called “free market” was allowed to 

contaminate the only planet in the Universe that can sustain life, because wealth was allowed to 

concentrate in the hands of a tiny few, enabling them able to bribe governments worldwide.  
 

This is why ratifying the Democracy Amendment is critical. But a political democracy cannot 

survive without some balance of economic democracy, and that balance should only be 

determined by the majority of citizens.  It is important to note that the most successful era in the 

history of the Middle Class and the U.S. economy occurred during the Eisenhower administration 

in the 1950’s, when the tax rate for the wealthiest Americans was 92 percent, so Take Action 

Now!  Go to the BraunforPresident.US or DemocracyAmendmentUSA.US website for details. 



 
 
 
 

 
 

BraunForPresident.US 

 

Empowering the majority of voters to replace all oil and other highly-toxic fossil  
and nuclear fuels and chemicals with hydrogen and cannabis  

made from the sun, wind and water. 
 

 
 

Sustainable Prosperity without Chemical Poisons 
 

Hydrogen is the Holy Grail for all energy, matter and life in the known Universe, 

and it was first made from water with electricity generated from wind systems in the 1800’s. 

And because such hydrogen systems are no more difficult to build than automobiles, they can easily, 

rapidly and permanently replace all of the highly-toxic and non-renewable fossil and nuclear fuels now used 

in the USA and worldwide, thereby providing a Hydrogen Age of “sustainable prosperity without pollution” 

by 2020. The key is to ratify the Democracy Amendment with the Article V Citizen Ballot, which can 

 be downloaded as a verifiable paper ballot from the DemocracyAmendmentUSA.us website. 

Details on this “transition of substance” can be found on the following websites. 
 

DemocracyAmendmentUSA.us 

ScienceNewsNetwork.us 

PhoenixProject.net 

iahe.org 

 

 

 


